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Spencer talks to students
at town hall meeting
In certainly the most memorable
Town Hall meeting of recent years,
Dr. Wllliam Spencer, president of
the Llndenwood Colleges, addressed the resident students of
Undenwood.
The major announcement or the
meeting was the decision, by the
L.C. Board of Directors, to raise
tuition and room and board rates
for the 1976-77 year. Tuition for fulltime L.C. students wilJ increase
from $2,250 to $2,400. Course tuition
for special students wall increase
from $160 lo $180, with the tuition
charge for graduate students increasing from $250 to $Z75.
Room charges for next year vary
depending on the size and quality
of lhe room and whether the room
will house one student, as currently
exists, or if the rooms will house
two students . According to
Spencer, " This decision was made
because of the large Increase of
incominl( students expected at

Llndenwood for the fall term .
also announced the food contract
" Resident students will pay an for the next year has been awarded
average or S600 next year for a to Food Management Inc. Saga
single room.
Foods will not be retained.
The housing problem is parSpencer told the students that,
ticularly keen in Sibley where, even with the necessary cost Inbecause of the individuality of the creases . Lmdenwood will continue
rooms, residents will have to pay to spend $350 to $400 more per
according to the type of room they student than it receives. He states,
request. The maximum amount " We are sharing with you the
which could be charged to Sibley burden or increased costs "
residents 1.s $700.
Butler Hall will be converted to
Single occupancy in Ayres and faculty office space with many
Irwin Halls, the two men's dor- departments moving to Butler
mitories on campus, will cost S650 µ-om Roemer The eleven returwith a charge of $550 per person if ning residents of Buller will be
two students share a room. For moved out. A lack of classroom
McCluer and Parlter Halls, in- space in Roemer was sited as the
dividual rooms will cost $700 and reason for the decision.
double rooms $600 per occupant.
A majority of the students'
Food costs will rise $100 next questions dealt with the room
term for an average of about 15t situation and Just how much of a
per meal or $925 for a total cost. voice L.C. students had in the mRoom and board for 1976-77 will be temal affairs on campus. Spencer
approxlmatzly $1,525 compared stated there were some areas of
with $1 ,425 this past year. It was Llndenwood where the students

had no say in what occurs, one of
these being in financial matters.
This response by Spencer
brought a barrage of student
protests claiming they had certain
rights as students. Once again
Spencer stated,
" Although
students should be kept informed
of L.C. matters, the decisions, in
such important areas, must be
made by those responsible-Le. the
Board of Directors and faculty ."
One student, angered by the Jack
or recognition shown to students by
the Board asked, " How come we,
the students, never find out about
anything until ii 's decided by the
officials." In response, Spencer
stated, " We <the board) try to be
as fair as possible with the
students, who are the lifeblood of
thlS institution. Yet, the students
sometimes demand too much. It is
not our place to advise the students
on every single matter that comes
before us." This response again

brought heated questions from
students as they asked about their
total lack of Information on the
Cardinal issue.
Although be avoided answering a
few questions directly, Spencer
stayed almost two hours trylag to
find a common ground of understanding between himself and
the students.
In response lo a question
regarding student awareness on
campus, Spencer voiced regret
that not enough students were
involved ln student government.
He said, ' 'I you want to work for
changes, begin by getting involved
in student affairs. That's the best
way for all concerned."
Spencer told the audience that
there is a marked increase m
applications and enrollment for
next year. AppUcations to Lindenwood have increased 21% over
last year.

Enrollment goes up, tuition follows
by Roy Sykes

The Llndenwood administration
recently a Mou need a 21 % increase
in applications for new student
enrollment. This growth can be
attributed to the wide variety of
new programs inltiated by the
college this year, and to the dif.
ferent areas of study which will be
introduced in the 1976/77 school
term.
Dr. William
C. Spencer,
president
of
Llndenwood,
discussed the increased enrollment
and new programs topic in connection with the tuition increase,
which was annrunced last week.
President Spencer staled that the
rise in tuition, while designed to
cover the cost of living increase
(7%), would not cover the additional expenses the school will
incur next year. The key to
maintaining a balanced budget is
to augment the volume of
enrollment on the campus.
When asked where the greater
enrollment would lead, President
Spencer said , "I have no intention
of making Lindenwood a large
university." The prime area that
needs to be concentrated on is,
"the full time, resident, student."
Operating expenses for the dormitories is one cost the college
budget must handle. Even with the
buildings occupied, in some cases
Jess than 30%, the entire faculty
must be maintained. By intenslfylng the base income of the
college, student enrollment, the
inflation-caused cost enlargements
will be lower.
New and
more attractive
curriculum programs , which
maintain the standard of acc reditation that Lindwnwood
presently holds, a re a maj(r part ff
advancing enrnllmPnl ~dwm

Gorsky, the financial aids director, Although the maJOr area of consays the financial posture of centration al LC 3 Is business
Llndenwood has been greatly oriented, the Evening College is
supported not only by the offering a full range of academic
establishment of Lindenwood 2, 3, choices. A course in religion and
and 4, but also by the new projects poss ibly an entire array or
developed within these colleges, weekend classes are developments
Mr. Grosky predicts the 1976/ 77 to look for.
While the Evening College is
school term will have a 15% to 21%
growing rapidly and running into
increase in enrollment.
New programs being developed problems with parking and
include areas of medicine, such as available classroom space, Dean
the medical technology studies, a Bartholomew slates, " maintaining
nursmg program, which works in the intimacy, and relationship of
cooperation with St. Luke's Lindenwood College flowing
Hospital, and on the drawing through the Evening College, as
board, a B.S. in medicine degree, well as during the day," is the
connected with Washington main goal of the program.
The fact that it is the only
University and City Hospital.
Other attractions to potential completely accredited college of
students are the Masters Degree its kind in the country makes
programs established a t Lin- Llndenwood 4 a major development in itself. In its first and most
denwood.
Patrick Delaney, dean of the financially trying year, Craig R.
men's college, bases the founding Eisendrath, dean of the college,
of new courses as a result of, reports that the College for In" feeling the pulse or the dividualized Education is holding
educational needs of the com- its own and expects dramatic in•
munity, and fulfilling those heeds. creases m profits Already LC 4 is
We can not increase our expanding its operation with a
enrollment If we don't have coures branch located in St. Louis.
As of March 'r1 the college
that answer the needs of potential
students." For this reason many of received full accreditation for it's
the new programs are directed at Masters program. Dean Eisenvocational, job oriented studies, drath says the college is designed
rather than general curriculum for the adult who wishes to further
courses Dean Delaney said he his education in a specific area or
would like lo see not only an in- study.
In individualized study a s tudent
crease In resident students next
year, but also current full time must know exactly what goals he
students taking advantage of all has for his life and specifically
what courses of a study will benefit
the new arrangements.
The Evening College ( LC3) is him. " This is not a place for
already the largest enUty of Lin- someone to find themselves,"
denwood. Dean John Bartholomew Dean Eisendrath says, "they must
predic ts a 2b% gain an new already know where they are
students over the period cover- going." Possible expansion to a
ing last s pring through next Chicago unit may also be In LC4's
future.
fall.
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Students need part-time jobs,
Job Fair trying to find them
The need for a part lime job to
supplement education costs is a
prime concern for many Lindenwood students. After job hinting in this area one becomes all
too familar with St Louis'
unemployment record of being
consistanlly higher than the
national average. There is,
however, good news for students
returning for the ran 1976 school
term On ApriJ 28 the conege will
hold its first Job Fair, and applications will be taken for some
250 college positions.
From 9 :00 to 12:00 that day in
Young Lounge students who plan to
return to Lindenwood in the fan
will be able to apply for work grant
and work study positions. These
will consist of the same jobs that
are currently being used, such as
library, and omce work, as well as
several new positions.
In the past, all student jobs were
filled on a first come, first served
basis, with little if any screening of
applicants. The resuJt was often
placing people in jobs they didn't
like or have ability to fill . In addition, all types of work were paid
from the same wage scale, with no
regard for the type of work or
degree of difficulty it involved.

The Job Fair Is betng organized
to improve oo the previous system.
Janet Wilhelm, the Assistant to the
Director ct Financial Aid, has sent
student
employment
job
description sheets lo all department beads. On these the facuJty
will list the number of jobs they
have, what the jobs are, and how
much time per week will be
required by the students employed.
When people arrive at the Job
Fair they will first fill out applications for the specific jobs they
want, and then be interviewed by
the respective department head, or
their representative. During the
screening the interviewer will be
rating the student in areas or appearance, general atltlude, verbal
ability, maturity, and motivation.
After talking with the student the
Interviewer will mark their
recommendation on the back of the
application, and turn 1t into the
Financial Aid Department. Ms.
Wilhelm will then post a list of
positions that have been filled prior
to the end of this semester.
Students who already hold jobs
for the college and wish lo retain
them will be rated in their past
performance and be allowed to
continue if their supervisors ap-

prove. Naturanydepartment heads
will want ready trained people,
who are familiar with the jobs
requirements, if at all possible.
The sa lanes for the various jobs
will be established by Llndenwood's Financial Aid Committee. The financial needs of the
students, in relation to their
futhering education, wHI be of
prime importance. Those students
showing the greatest amount of
need in this area can alm06t be
assured of getting a job. FundJng
for the positions win come from
two sources. Lindenwood College
work grants, which are entirely
supported by the college, and the
new
College
Work
Studies
program, that relies on federal
funds. The Financial Aid Committee will determine which
program a certain student will be
corresponded with. And jobs may
run to a maximum of 20 hours per
week.
Job Fair positions will begin in
the fall, 1976 semester. U it proves
worthy it will be expanded to include not only jobs during the
school terms, but also Christmas,
and spring vacations. With a
possibility of programing summer
employment in the summer.

Mini-bus seeing limited duty recently
Th• Women's Student Government Association <SGA) recently
re-Instituted an old Llnd1nwood
custom. On April 10, the Saturday
of Cottlllon we1k-1nd, • carnival
was held on the ground In front of
Roemer Hall.
SGA planned the 1v1nt sever• I
WNks blfor1. It was held as• fundraising proltct for the dormitories
and campus organizations. Booths
such as the Lllllpop Trtt, Beanbag
Toss, Hoop Toss and Dunking

Booth 1nt1rtalnld students and
12-6 p.m.
Orlglnally scheduled to end at 10
p.m., dwlndllng crowds closed the
camlval Hrly.
Th• carnival, In light of past
1xperl1nce, viewed this ye11r's
effort as • success with • break1v1n sum. In recent yurs, all of
th• carnivals had lost money.
It was a fun way to spend some
money and profitable for those who
area residents from

carried off stuffed animals.

If you've ever walked in the
downslatrS hall in Roemer, you've
probably seen the sign on the
bullelln board advertising the
m ini-bus Okay. you've known an
the answers this Car, just what is a
mini-bus and what does it do?
The bulletin board isn't any help.
11 doesn't have anything posted on
it about a bus- mini or otherwise.
The mini-bus is a 1969 Econoline
Ford van intended lo serve the
students of Lindenwood a s a means
of transportation around the St.
Charles and St Louis area. It came
to Lmdenwood some 106,000 miles
ago
Being 25 miles from St. Louis,

Llndenwood's location does pose a
problem gelling around in the
area. The mini-bus, in its first
years of operation, was making
regular runs to all parts of St.
Louis and the surrounding commuruties. The school hired fulllime drivers to run the bus on a 24
hour on-call basis. In the past year
the routine of the mini-bus has
undergone a change.
Students of Lindenwood are not
using the bus any more. The
number or trips dropped from
a round four per day to four per
week. This decline forced the
security office to cancel daily
schedules and take the dnvers o(f

Cull-time status.
There are i-everal po&sibilities
why students haven't used the bus
recently. More people are relying
on their automobiles for transportation. Shopping centers and
stores are rapidJy developing
around the school, so there Is less
need lo travel to St. Louis.
During this year the bus has been
used primarily to carry athletic
teams to games and as a charter
service for class field trips. Il has
also been used by people attending
conferences at Lindenwood.
The addition of another bus
(continued on page 51

Bart Gill-Lindenwood's 'Pinball Wizard'

" It's the biggest pinball machine
in the world," says Bart Gill,
Lindenwood's programmer and
operator for the administrations'
computer service, " and I get to
play with ii forty hours a week !"

work hours. Bart also works
d irec tly with the s tudents in
psychology, s ociology and the
programming c la s ses - hi s
favorite part of the job
I enjoy being a n independent
Gill's office 1s located on the educational aid," says Gill. " There
second floor of Young Hall, is no competition involved. I leach
directly next to the computer and yet I 'm not a teacher It's
room. In this small area he has a great!"
large desk and several tables Gill attended Lindenwood College
covered with c omputer read-out for three years when he decided he
sheets old sociology texts and needed a change of scenery So he
books on computer workings. An returned home to Dayton, Ohio.

lbi,/ pcar,onaUty
unplugged cctfee pot <containing
yesterday's coffee) and severaJ
used cups all belonging to Gill, sit
on the counter. But GilJ says; " U a
cluttered desk IS the sign of a
cluttered mind, what is the sign of
an empty desk?"
Gill graduated from the Lindenwood Colleges in 1975 with a
major In sociology. Since then, he
has become the person responsible
for the cla&a lista, grade reports,
student and alumni information
systems and student assistant

where he began working a 00-hour
week in a pharmacy.

"Looking back now," says Bart, " I
would advise e veryone to have an
experience like that. It changed
my whole altitude toward school
and my studies The job made me
realize that school wasn't that bad.
When had I ever spent 60 hours a
week in class?"
Gill returned to Llndenwood the
following year, ready to complete
his degree.

Russel Filch, Gill's roommate,
was interested in data processing
and gave Gill his first exposure lo
the field of computer science. Gill
then enrolled in two courses taught
by Dr. Aaron Konstem and his
interest began to develop.
In 1974, Gill, Fitch and Dr. Linda
Nelson attended a
National
Computer
Seminar
at
the
University of Michigan concerning
a computer program called MESS.
Talk began, ideas developed and
soon Gill was in an internship
funded by the Exxon Educational
Foundation,
to
change
the
language of the University of
Michigan's " electric brain" into a
usable system that was applicable
to the Lindenwood Colleges. Gill
succeeded.
" Lindenwood took a rish hiring
me," says GiJI, " but everything's
worked out Just fine."
Gill enjoys his work and greatly
appreciates the administrative
support he receives. "Fred Fisher
and Eva Emory are great !"
Presently, Gill wants to continue
his work in assimilation, modeling
and data analysis.
" Eventually" says Gill, "I would
like to develop programs about the
world in which we hve in an interesting and accurate way."
Perhaps our "Pinball Wiurd"
will do just that.

Bart Gill, programmer and operator for the administration's ocomputer
service, claims he gets to operate the "biggest pinball machine in the
world." A 1975 Lindenwood graduate, Gill works with students in
psychology, so1c1ology, and computer pro~ammmg classes. That's the
part of his job he enJoys most, Gill claims.
Photo by Chris Coleman
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Threatening skies and chilly temperatures failed to deter parents of Lindonwood students at this year's Parents' Weekend.
The parents were entertained over the th ree day weekend by a variety ot
activities on campus. Movies were shown on Friday night after reg1strat1on with o
full day of programs planned for Saturday and Sunday.
After meeting the faculty in the ltbrary on Saturday, and hav,ng lunch ,n the
cafeteria, the guests were welcomed by Dr. Spencer. In his address, Spencer out•
lined some of the new pr0grams planned for the colleges end made short explana
tion about cuition increases.
He concluded his talk by in111ung the parents 10 01tend the program presented
by the students that evening and to the champagne reception follo wing it a1 h,s
home.

Photos by Chris Coleman
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'Night is Dark' brings light
to problems facing educators
In recent years, schools have
been criticized for not working
properly. Critics say kids should be
Creed from the regimentation of the
conventional school system
because it is stifling their natural
growth and ability . To remedy the
problem, liberal teachers and
reformers have advocated open
schools, insisting that they make
children freer to learn.
In his book The Night Is Dark
And I Am Far From Home,
Jonathon Kozel, feels that the open
schools are not freer than the
conventional schools. He argues
that the public school system
works too well on children, and
open schools are just a facade that
colors the prison walls. They, too,
mold them
into
workable,
manufactured products for the
state.
This final product is the average
citizen,
deceived
by
the
educational system to believe that
very few problems exist in the
world and that these problems are
being taken care of.
Any successful nation requires
total ooedience and loyalty from its
population, and a democratic

nation must do this surreptiously, power,
and
glorifying
and
in order to keep the myth of glamorizing the leaders of our
freedom alive, says Kozel. Hence, country in their history classes,
the public school system was school effectively causes a loss of
adopted as a vehicle to in- ambition and self-respect. They
doctrinate future citizens.
are told that George Washington
Children learn obedience and was a very special man, or Lincoln
docility very early in life. Teachers a saint, and they should be revered
engrain obedience and respect of because they are different, not like
authority in kids as soon as they you and me.
enter school.
These are just a few examples of
Kozel also condemns the public school indoctrination which Kozel
education system because it thinks are corrupting our children
anaesthetizes children and turns into uncaring adults. They are
them into unfeeling adults. First of small things, but his point is that
all, blind allegiance to the country the school system deceives kids in
must be instilled, since every child small, but essential ways, which
must be prepared to disbelieve the adds up untU the final product is an
cold, hard facts of our country's adslt who is apathetic to society
brutality against other countries and the people in it.
when they grow older.
Although Kozel's ideas are
Another vehicle for child in- plausible, I think he carries them a
doctrination is what Kozel calls the bit too far, in blaming all the social
myth of progress: living in a fast evils of the world entirely on the
moving, progressive s oc iety , public school system. Though
which is constantly striving toward school may desensitize students to
perfection. It is an effec tive the pain and misfortune of others,
gimmick, for it serves the two-fold other socializing agencies like the
purpose of instilling pride in their family and the government are
country and at the same time, also at fault. In our society, one
making them feel powerless.
institution reinforces the others.
By stripping children of all
I also find it hard to believe that

'Sing Out' to be choir's
Bicentennial musical salute
by Usa Myers

In this year of bicentennialism,
the Lindenwood Choir is adding its
contribution to the patriotic spirit.
For the spring musical, the choir
is presenting " Sing-Out, Sweet
Land." Dr. Kenneth Greenlaw,
Chairman of the Music Department, said the musical is sort or a
history of American fold music,
starting from American colonial
limes, with the first number being
a Puritan hymn from American
colonial times, and going to the
20th century. It includes selections
from the revolutionary period,
westward expansion, Mississippi
Riverboat days, antebellum South,
the Gay 90's and the roaring 20's .
"We have a very large cast,"
Greenlaw said. "Many of the choir
members have speaking roles.''

The musical was written about 20
years ago by Walter Kerr, a
prominent New York drama critic.
Greenlaw said it has not been
performed much in the past but
with the prevailing bicentennial
spirit, it's popularity is increasing.
The story follows Barnaby
Goodchild, a sort of immortal
character, played by Terry Eddington, as he sings his way
through American history.
As an undergraduate at Occidental College in 1956, Greenlaw
played the villain of the piece.
George Giorgetti, who is the
villain
in
the
Lindenwood
production,
is holding
text
readings so the characters can get
a feel of the show and know what
they're doing.
" We' re building characters ,
walking through the parts, and

giving each other ideas about what
the characters could be like," said
Giorgetti.
" I think it will be ready on time,
but it's going to take some hard
work. J ack Booch, <the director),
knows what he's doing though.
" I believe that what we're doing
right now is going to help a
tremendous amount. If the people
have their characters sown and
most of their dialogue set so that
the only thing they have to worry
about is their stage directions, it
will help a great deal. I think the
show will be entertaining for
anyone who comes to see it."
The show will be presented April
23-25 with tickets on sale in the
Music Department office. There
will be reserved seats ; Lindenwood students $.75, other
students $1 and adults $1.50.

Challenge offinding realparents
By Miche lle Bag1ttl

Most adopted children realize
the parents they live with are not
their biological parents. So did
Betty J ean Lifton, author of Twice
Born. In her two previous books,
has consentrated on the problems
of the Far East, but in this book she
deals with her own immediate
problem- the attempt to find her
own biological parents.
The book, written as an
autobiography, covers nearly 50
years-from age seven to the
present. She reveals the successful
search for her " real" mother, the
unsuccessful search for her father
and her views on making the birth
records of adopted children

available to them.
Her story is divided into three
major periods: The unhappiness of
her early life, her attempts to find
her " natural" mother and father
and the third is almost entirely in
support of unsealing of adopted
children's records.
The books could have been much
better without as much emphasis
on groups organized to promote
adopted children's right. Betty
Jean Lifton felt it necessary to
discuss these rights in great detail.
Often she interrupts her own story
to tell of some group organized to
help adopted c hildren and then
returns to her own story almost as
an a fterthought.
One or two such descriptions

would have been sufficient to make
the point. The author almost seems
to have changed objectives in
midstream and decided to tell of
the groups' struggles rather than
her own searc h. She even makes
the discovery ci her own father
seem secondary to the reporting of
some groups' efforts.
The book would have been more
effective if there had been less of it.
If the many tales of the efforts to
help adopted children would have
been omitted, the desparate need
to know would have been much
clearer. The Blatant appeals for
help would have been more ef•
fective if they had been omitted
and just let a true story illustrate
the need for change.

all children are brainwashed into
self interest and apathy. It is true
that many kids will become unfeeling adults, but there will also
be some who, despite the overpowering feeling of helplessness,
will consciously try to change the
ills in our society.
Kozel's views are extreme and
they scream out at you in violent
words. He is trying to shock us out
of our dream-like world into the
real world of starving people with
desolate futures. He wants us to
see ourselves as we really a re, a
society caught up in accumulating
wealth at other people's expense.
By shocking US, he hopes to
produce some action against this
condition. He succeeds in showing
us the subtle atrocities being
perfor med in school, and he
creates a feeling of rage. It is hard
to believe that Johnny's teacher is
turning him onto a robot of society
by pledging allegiance to the flag,
but Kozel thinks that it is happening right now in our schools.
His theory of the public
education system, and all the other
schools, holds some truths about
the destruction of children's social

morals. He lays out the facts and
evidence very thoroughly, a nd
dema nds action. But he never
answers the question of what to do
about it. He criticizes the people
who make their living by writing
books and lecturing on the social
problems of our society, but his is
doing exactly the same thing. His
theory is useless if he can do
nothing about the prob le m.
Kozel advocates a total reconstruction of the school system,
even if it means revolution. But if
making a vague reference to
revolution of our existing system is
the best he can do in offering a
solution to the problem, the least
he could do is give us some
guidelines on how to start one.
Kozel is a sensitive and ca ring
person, hoping to reform our
country and its future citizens; yet
wanting to is not enough. His ideas
could be invaluable to society if he
presented some feasible action.
But if nothing can be done to
remedy the situation, his book
becomes nothing but a beau tifully
written essay on the pu blic
educational system.
Barb Simms

1

Vear of Illusions'
destroys 1776 myths
" I believe ... that though the Amerl~n people have been favored
by providence above a ll others In many ways, this luck does not
mean we were chosen by God to be Immune from unorig ina l sin,
foolishness and Irrationality and perhaps disaster."
Douglas Adair

Contrary to popular opinion, all
Americans who fought in the war
of 1776 were not the daring,
patriotic heroes our history books
professed them to be. Furthermore
some were selfish, roguish and
cowards.
The book, "1776-Year of
Illusions" by Thomas Fleming
reveals the dark side of that year.
It showed Congress' refusal to
make appropriations for soldiers
and destroys the illusion that
patriotism alone inspired the
soldiers to make heroic sacrifices.
That year soldiers p lundered and
stole everything from Bibles to
teapots and Americans, fighting in
the name of liberty, persecuted
and killed fellow Americans.
Fleming's ambition in writing
about the realism or 1776 was to
spare us the shock a nd dismay
encountered when we discover that
some of our contemporary
politicians are fallible and corrupt.
I would guess that Fleming is a
year and several months too late.
After all, the Watergate episode
exposed so much fallibility and
cvrruption, there is hardly a virgin
ear left around.
"1776-Year of Illusions" does
offer some new and different insights into the revolution. For
instance, a quartermaster general,
Donald Campbell was fighting with
the Americans for one reason-to
avoid paying his bills. Campbell
owned over 20,000 acres of New
York. He had used his land as
collateral to make loans with the
British and never repaid th.e loans.
Another startling insight is the
real meaning of the banner " No
taxation without reoresentation.''

According to Fleming, a t tha t time
American taxes were only $1.20 a
year per person. That amount
hardly seems enrugh to fight a war
about and it wasn't. In actuality,
the banner was used as buffer
issue-it did not carry the weight
which we attach to it.
Fleming's style is easy and
relaxed. The issues, as he presents
them, are simple and honest. Nonhistory buffs could appreciate the
candidness which he approaches
the story. At one point in the war he
points out that we had mercenaries
fighting our battle? And did y~
know that some members or the
Congress
didn' t
sign
the
Declaration of Independence until
September because they didn't feel
it carried much weight?
Fleming presents myths of 1776
thatfew, if any, history books have
ever explained. For instance, it
was a myth that patriooism would
inspire everyman
to make
sacrifices and immediately join
the ranks of the army. It was a
myth that the Americans could
defeat the British in one year . It
think further than their own self
interest as long as danger was not
imminent.
Of all the beau tiful things
Fleming does in his book he does a
complete hachet job on the slaves
who fought for an against the
Americans. The reader is left
pondering why? What did they
gain, what did they lose, what were
they offered? Fleming also does an
unjustice to the women of the men
who played such a daring role in
the revolution. I would have liked
In .,..., m 11rh mnN»
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Nun's life different now
by Uu Myers
In the more than ten years since
Vatican ll, the Catholic Church has
offered a variety of changes for
those in its religious lifestyle and
Sister Agnes Charles is one who
has come through those changes
Now, religious life is entirely
different than before, feels Sister
Agnes Charles.
Sister Agnes Charles entered the
Sisters of St. Mary in 1934. Before
going mto the convent, she had
attended a business school and
worked for a group of salesmen.
She attended St. Louis University
and received a certificate for a two
year secretanal course.
She came to St. Joseph's
Hospital in 1964 after working in a
number d other hospitals in St.
Louis, Kansas City and Blue
Island, Illinois. She was Personnel
Director al St. Joseph's until 1974
when she moved to managing the
gill shop and taking care or the
chapel
Where before,Sisters lived in the
convent or mother house, Sister
Agnes Charles now lives in a small
community house in St. Charles,

with three other Sisters.
"We went to small group hving
so that Sisters could become more
1nclividually creative," Sister said
She added that she has her pros
and cons for the new way of living.
"In the old life style of the
convent, there were Sisters
assigned to dom estic duties, doing
the cooking and cleaning. Now we
must do our own, in errect,
becoming homemakers "
Sister likes the house very much,

though, she said, "I find it difficult
sometimes going home in the
evening and cooking. I really don't
mind cleaning though."
"I think the younger Sisters
welcomed this change," said Sister
Agnes Charles. "But some of the
older Sisters who lived more of a
routine life round It a little more
difficult. Althrugh they have
adapted very graciously to the new
ways, they feel more comfortable
with the old ones."
Another change is in the Sisters'
general altitude towards their
work
The
Sisters
remain
dedicated to their work, but there
is now more of a reeling that there
are other activities they consider
to be as valuable.
Sisters are becoming involved in
activities such es social justice
programs, prayer participation,
professional organizations and
Meals on Wheels programs. Sister
Agnes Charles belongs to the
Professional Business Women's
Association.
Also, there has been a shift in
responsibility.
"We've learned more about
Individual responsibility in regard
lo reUgious life," Sisler Agnes
Charles said. ''Formerly we were
under a Superior and if we wanted
to gel permission Cor anything, the
responsibility fell on that Superior.
Now the responsibility is more on
the individual Sister. It's been a
sort of growing up."
A petite woman, Sister Agnes
Charles speaks precisely and with
dignity as she discusses her
present lifestyle.
"Today the religious hfe or the

nun is more outgoing. She is
becoming more involved In the
affairs of t he lay community.
Simply , we are no longer
cloistered. Our prayer me is no
longer solitary. We are now more
anxious to share the joys of our life
with others," she explains.
Sister Agnes Charles said she
hasn't found it difficult lo adjust to
the changes in the new lifestyle.
"For the most part, our new life
first became an optional thing. We
were not ordered to change from
the old habit and adopt con•
temporary dress immediately. As
a matter of fact, many or our older
Sisters have chosen to keep the
trad1ltonal habit. Adaptation
became a gradual thing, based on
each Individual Sister's degree of
acceptance and willingness to
change."
"I personally found it relatively
easy lo adapt, and I did so despite
my many years in the old style."
Sister said she felt a lot or it
depended on the individual and
that with the changes, the in•
dlvidual was taken Into consideration.
"Thal, il seems to me, was lhe
major change. We are more
thought oI as individuals now, and
not as a group."
" I have found that not being
recognized as a nun certainly
makes a difference. But on the
other hand, when my religious
identity Is known, the relationship
does not change significantly. I
work with many volunteers al the
hospital and they consider me one
or them That is what the new
lifestyle 1s all about "

Lmdenwood students and faculty were treated to a performance of
"Hamlet" by the San Francisco Shakespearean Company. The production featured elaborate costummg and a never-changing set. The
play was well-received by the majority of those attending.
Photo by Chris Coleman

MINI-BUS SEEING LIMITED DUTY ... (continued 1,om page 21
would increase
the service
potential of the sy stem, but a way
must be found to get more s tudents
to use it In order lo use the mini•
bus, a student must contact the
security omce and tell them when
and where they want to go.
Security will arrange for someone
who has a Missouri chauffeur's
license to drive. It costs the
s tudents using the bus $3 each.
Under the rules of the insurance
policy covering the bus, a s tudent

anities

, ,
DHr /'Mry Jane,
I really hate to admit th1S lo
myself after so long a time but I
am really convinced that my
girlfriend ls not interested In me as
much as she pretends to be, but
more interested in a close friend of
mine. I have asked her about this
friend several times and all she
does is tell me I 'm being silly.
Mary Jayne, I just can't ignore
what I see! When we are at parties
she's around him more or just as
much as his girlfriend, while all the
lime I stand there looking
stupid!!! What now!!!
Signed, Plaln-t o,/'M
Dea r P la in,

You didn't say how long you and
this girl had been seeing each
other, so I am g(jng to assume that
it is a very short period, since you

seem to have so little trust in her
Since this friend of yours has a
girlfriend, what would he want
with yours, especially If he is a
friend !!!
Dear /'Mry Jayne,
I am a very playful person and I
have a habit of hilling people. Well
the other night I , in what I thought
was a very playful gesture,
slapped my boyfriend. And he, in
what he said was a very playful
gesture, slapped me back. Mary
Jayne, I almost cried he hit me so
hard!!! I could look in the mirror
an hour lat.er and see his handprint! ! ! And he still says this was
all in fun! ! He has never hit me
before and I keep getting the
feeling that he meant it. What do
)'OU think?
Signed, Print-Face

Dear Print- Face ,
I think you should stop playing
with your boyfriend. Sounds to me
like he was saving that one up just
for your face.
Dear /'Mry Ja yne,
I haven't seen my boyfriend Jay
in about two months. Recently I've
become interested in a guy who
attends the same school as I do and
I would very much like to start
seeing him Not only haven't I seen
Jay, I haven' t heard from him
either!! I would like to continue
our relationship but I would like
also to see more of this new guy.
What do you say?
Signed, Hung
Dear Hung,
After not heanng from Jay in
two months I say what relationship
are you trying to continue??
/U #
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can not drive it unless he has
permission from one of the college
department heads and is working
on a class project He must also
have a valid Missouri chauffeur's
license.
One way to improve the
popularity of the bus would be to
change it from a taxi service to a
rental service . The mini-bus does
have potential as a school transporta tion service, but not as an
expensive, twelve passenger taxi.

If(Q)l&(UJ~

J.,.

There 1s no crisis in the humanities There 1s, however. a
crisis in American values The idealism of the past has given
way to the anti-intellectual, money- and power-seeking
society of today This new trend 1s seen at all levels of our
culture, but most strikingly tn the professions
College students. reflecting this new materialism, want an
education that will prepare them to earn money and not to
study the best that men and women have created in literature,
art, and philosophy Today's students have lost sight of the
central purposes of a college education to learn how to think
and to appreciate what man. and not the machine, has crafted
As a teacher of literature. I have found that increasingly
those men and women who seek careers as lawyers or
doctors feel the humanities have no relevance for their lives
Many have confessed to me that when they read a novel or
see a film they experience guI11 feelings because such an
indulgence has taken time away from their important duties
For them literature and art represent forms of escapism;
and no one whose values they respect has tried earnestly to
convince them that their belief 1s wrong
As a result of this utilitarian heresy, colleges and
un1vers1tIes are spawning technicians whose interest 1n
human creation and in human behavior 1s only clinical The
New Technology has fed us to the edge of a New Ph1hstin1sm
The humanities will survive ,n this age of lead only 1f those
responsible professionals who still cherish books, works of art.
and ideas direct young colleagues to a true appreciation of
their worth Only then can we hope to salvage a culture whose
works are valued for their reflection of the human spirit and not
for their market price -Robert F. Willson, Jr., Chairmen,
Department of English, University of Mluourl-Kansas
City, Contributing Columnist.
Column topics are invi ted
Write HUMANITIES FORUM
The L1ndenw ood Colleges
St Char les, Mo. 63301

Made ava1 table in part by a
grant from the Nat Iona I Endo'Mllent for the Humani t ies
Washington, D.C.
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MOSCOW Nin LINE
N11c Linc (882-0320) IS the number in
the Moscow, Idaho area that a person
can call if he or she feels hlc comm11t1ng
su1c1dc or for JUSt about an)' other reason
from shanng interpersonal problems
10 gelling ideas on how 10 cool asparagus ·11 IS a warm voice 10 talk 10 It
1s someone who sincerely cares about
your problem. and c:an look at II obJCCll\ely," said Charl1e Bro11.n. 'll11ehnc
director.
Nite Linc 1s open to callers c1,ery
day from 6:30 p.m 10 2:30 am
Besides helping people w11h o crises.
lie Linc has sc\Cral functions It i:. an
1nforma11on outlet. a rumor control ccn•
ter, a D1al-a-D1e11cian, a nutrition !,Cf•
vice.
As an mformauon outlet, 11 can direct
a caller to any !>Cf\lCC one might need
in the Moscov. area Wuh a bacl-up
list of qualified professional help, ,ue
Linc can direct callers 11.11h J pel",onal
problem or crms 10 the help they need
immediately.
As a rumor control center. 1t 11.111
answer quc,uons about 11.hat'\ gomg
on around Mo!>Co"" · tr 11,e don't kno11,
the ansv.cr lo the qucn1on," !>.."W• Bob
Mau hews, trea~urcr or the organi1at1on,
·We'll checl up on 11 and find the an•
swcr for you We ha\c 1he nght conr1Cct1ons"
A nutnt1on -.Cf\ 1cc pro, 1ded b) ,ue
Linc will ans11,cr any question, one has
about food. cooking, or canning.
·we're wrt of hke a Bell} Crod.er
Cookbool" said Brov.n
The most bus} 11mc of the da} for
operators ~ 1mmcdu11el) after unset
People get lonely v.hcn 11 ~tart, 10 ge1
dark outside, lwl)'~ Brown.
Alcohol abuse amounts 10 about 98
per cent of the drug related calh handled
by lie Lmc But. the m1SU)C of per•
script1on drugs 1, the largc,1 cause of
drug related deaths m this area
Around $3.000 must be raised every
}Car to finance the cn11rc orcrat1on. and
a large poruon of that amount goes to
1tc Line's phone bill
Volunteer operators ans11,cr calls for
four hours on one night every other
v.eek. An a11emp1 1~ being made 10 ha1,c
both a man Jnd a 11,oman operaung at
all umcs According 10 Brov.n. \Orne
callers v.ould rather talk to an operator
of a certain sex
·we need level-headed people. It
i~ great on•the-Job training for psychology maJor~." he said
ARGONAUT
Un1\Crs1ty of Idaho

VOTERS DESERVE AN AlTERNATIVE
The time has come for an idea propo~ed
b) a southern congrc man. He SU&l?c,1s
that each ballot for an office. offer not
only the names of the cand1da1C\ '>CCk·
mg that office. but the altcrnall\c choice
of "none of the above"
In this 11,,ay liOtcn would not be forced
10 choose bctv.ccn the lesser of 111,0 e, 1h
The) could register .heir d1ssat1,fact1on
11,11h the c:and1da1c~ offered and demand
a slate or more qualified candidates
All 100 often 11,c arc forced to ch00)C
hetv.ccn candidate, that fail 10 offer
the quah11cs 11,c 11,ant in an elected oflic1al. Bccau,;c our pohucal par11e~ arc
JUM that. poht1cal. \\C find that tht~
the~ ~upport for office arc often po11,crful poh11c:ally bul totall}- lad.mg in CKpenence. integnl) Jnd ab1ht}
In l\o,cmhcr the ~,,uauon cx1,1cd 10
one ol central Ohio', larger c111c,. "'here
the ,otcr~ had the choice or Jn mc.:umhcnt. 11, 1th whom the} 11,crc dl\\,1t1,hcd.
and a man who had a hhtOr) ol arrcM,
tor OWi. assault. and other m1,dcmcanor and tralhc \.1ola11on,
"iomc choice bcn 1f the) choo-c not
to ,otc. the} 11,erc ,1111 allo11,inp ,nmeonc the) did not apprn,c of 10 ta~c olhce Voter, had no rcdrcs~. no \\.IV ol
c,pre,~mg 1h1\ dl'appro, al or dl\\J t1,t.1c11on
Perhaps th" idea 11,a, mentioned 1n
JC\! llf 11,111 he \ IC\\Cd as a )Ol e. but I
hehc,c that II ha, ment
II a maJ0nty of \.Ole rs rCJCCICd a ,la IC
ol cand1da1c,. a ne11, clcct1on 11,ould ha,c
to he held w11h ., ne11. ,late of cand1da1"
\omc gu1dehnc, 11,ould he ncce,-.an
c1,ncernmg appointment\ 10 \Jc.:ant office, until a nc:11, clecuon 11,a, held and
a, to the numher ol umc, ,01er, could
demand a nc11, clcc11on
But I 1h1nl the plan L\ 11,orlahlc. ha,
merit and 11,ould he an a,!>Ct to our
dcmocra11c sy,tem 11,hcrc the people
arc ,upposcd 10 ha,c a ,01cc
THE l.AA.E/101.M I lt'WtR

rd11onal b} Jud) Kehrle
Mount Vernon ',a,arer1C College

MARITIME COl.LECE
Cal Man11me. the onl) maritime college
m the v.cst, a pubhcl) funded ms111u11on. has one of the h1ghc~1 JOb-tograd uate ra t10s in the country last
year's graduates went 10 worl at incomes ranging from $15,000 to $18,000
per )Car
Students rccc1lic a nummum or six
months sea training. much of that aboard the academy's 491 foot training
ship. Pons-o-call on past training cruises
ha,e included Auckland. Sydne). hJ1.
Honolulu. Cnstobal, Balboa Galapagos. Acapulco. and \1a,atlan

LOCKERS FOR COMMUilRS
11011, can you tell n commuting ,tudcnt
lrom a resident ,1uden1~ The d1lfcrcncc
i, reall} not "'Cf} hard to dc1ec1 11 )OU
lno11, 11,hat 10 lool tor dunng ,our
!>Carch Commu1m11 ,tudcnts arc tho\e
\tudenl\ v.-ho carf) an armlo.1d of
book, around "'uh them. or arc cont1nuall> going bacl ,1nd forth 10 their
car to get d1flcrcnt books, or arc in the
bool.:\lore bu:,1ng, a bool.: for the i.ccond
t1mc because one v.a~ , 1olcn
Mr~ Land, Union D1rcc1or. and Mile
Wickersham, Student A~soc1at1on Prc"dcnt, behC\.C they ha,c a partial \OIUtlon 10 1h1s problem of "11, here do I
put m) boob bet 11,ccn clas~e,?" 1 he>
ha,c proposed the ms1nlla11on of locker.
for commuting \ludcnl\ m the Union
Building.
" I he,;e ,1udcnts dcf1mtcl) need a
place m 1he Union 11,,herc the) can put
their ,aluablc We ha\.e had a lot of
complaints or stolen bools. clothes. and
purses," ~lated Mn, land
These lockers would provide for commuting \tudcnts a~ v.cll as dorm student~ "'ho also need a place to put
1hc1r books.

THE QUILL

THE CR£SCF.NT

Mount San Jacinto College
San Jacinto. California

Um\.t:rs11y of Evan.w1lle
[ vansv1llc, Indiana

RAPE PREVENTION:
LIGHTS NOT CUilT
1 he rape prcvcnuon ads that run as a
pubhc SCf\lCC to the Um"crsuy Pohcc
may. at lirst glance. seem moffcn~1,c
But b> emphas11rng the idea or a woman
not placing herself in a s11 uat1on (i c.
hlo.c hemg out alone at night) where )he
might he raped. the) do shift some of
the gu1h to the v.-oman's shouldcn. In
fact. o,er one-half of all rape occur in
re 1dcncc~. a suppoM:dl} ,;afc en, ironment
A more constructive approach to rape
prc,ent1on v.ould be a campaign for the
adC\juate hgh11ng on campus The Uni,cr,11) Pohcc lnow 11,hcre auacl.:\ m~t
fm1uen1ly take place and thC$C areas
Jrc poorly lighted nt bc,1
If v.omen tncd 10 a, 01d all the poorly
hghtcd area, on the Uni\CrSII) campus
their mmements 11,ould he se,ercl)
rc,tnclcd If }OU ha,c 11.orl 10 do at
the hbraf) you cannot MO} home Mmply
hccau,c you cannot lind anyone else
v.-ho going 10 the library Staling that
h~ .1, 01dmg cert Jin parb of 1ov.-n an} one cin a,01d bcmtt raped v.-111 ccnaml)
comfort JII tho\C 11,omcn 11,,ho 11,crc
rapcd in their 011,n homes. Comments
hl.:c "I was not raped because I was
carclul" further 1,ol,11c v.omcn 11, ho
11,erc ltlrc1bl} raped and bru1al111:d
'\n) thing "'h1ch in an) 11,a} adds 10
the burden of ttuih the rape ,1c11m
lace, ,hould he a,oidcd There arc
more cllcct1,c mean, of rape prcvcn•
110n. ,uch as bcuer hght1ng. "'h1ch the
l ni, er,11't Pohce ,hould v.ork for Let's
concentrate on mal1ng II safer outside
tor \\omen. not lccpmg v.-omcn 1n 1de
in lcar.

1,

Rrr> AND BL.A CK

Uni\Cr\11} of Gcoq11a
'\thens. Georgia

FOR YOUR EYES ONLY
The \mole you smell in the air this
autumn ma:, be more than burning
ICil\C... II might be our 8111 of Right
What •~ S P The alleged purpo'IC is
to rc,1'1C and reform the Uni ted States
Criminal Code, but the real purpose of
1mp<1rtan1 parts of the bill is to perpctuJtc 'ICcreC} and s11nc prot~t To
go into detail 11,ould he long and 1cd1ous,
but thi\ bill could be u,ed against lav.ful and peaceful demon~lrations, 11,,ould
permit official hara\)mcnt of politically
disfavored pubhca11on , and generally
impinge upon man)' ol our personal
freedoms The pres$ has been \.1nually
dC\01d of an} real C0\.Cragc of S I D1 clo,urc of 10forma11on bearing the Mamp
confidential. secret and to p secret h not
a crime. except as 10 cryptographic and
atomic cncrg} information If S I v.erc
pa\-.cd for instance 11 11,ould forbid the
pubhcat1on of the Pentagon Papers. and
11,ould put the editors of any pubhca•
uons that exposed them in Jail. If you
prot~ted the Viet am War or any
protest m the ru1urc, S I would put you
m Jail One 5,CC'lion of this bill (scct1on
1831 ). proh1b11s mc111ng ten or more
pen.on 10 not. l he statute can be used
to punish mere advocacy. even where
no not 1n fact occun, or where the con•
nect1on betv.een speech and v1olcncc 1s
merely temporal. Th•~ clearly threatens
our I 11'\1 Amendment right Wuh so
much pressure on people 10 get by,
many of uJ. can't afford the time 11

would take to light 11.
The press has scored a victory in its
coverage and handling of Watergate; 1f
enough awareness is generated perhaps
S. I can be defeated.
There arc Senators and lawyers en•
gaged m a struggle against us passage
in 11s present form. If you ore so motivated 10 address yourself to this issue
contact your Senator or Congressperson
and let them know how )'OU feel about
it. Al the present umc v.c can still
legally do so.

AIR
By Lawrence Altman
School of Visual Ans
cw York Cuy. N Y.

DRUNK IUTTtRFUES
OUSTERINC FOR THE WINTER
Each year thousands of buuerfhcs
nuuer to UCSB 10 amiably mingle with
students for the winter. Few persons
apprec111tc their presence or the in•
credible di tancc they traverse to
social11e \\Ith hurmns
The Monarch Buucrfly 1s that orange
and black character found anywhere on
the campus This butterfly is a re•
nowncd migrant. Flying in undulati ng
clouds of orange from a, rar as Hudson
Bay they come to spend the winter m
the warm southern climes of Cahfornta
and H onda.
These clouds of Monarchs travel at
speeds up to 25 mph. Daytime nyers,
the bu11ern1e scllle down upon fields
at night It was reported that the "trees,
11, hen the fohagc had already fallen. so
completely covered with clmgmg
ma~scs of these bu11ern1es as to present
the appearance of tree~ m full leaf."
fael) )Car the butterflies return to
the same place. In Pacific Grove, Cahfom1a they make a maJC:StlC pilgnmagc
10 a certain grove of pine trees. In their
m1lhons they land on several pine trees
always the same trees
The bu11crfl1es sucl the thick sap that
001es from the branches and get cock•
c~ed After dnnking their lill they fall
drunken to the ground, where they he
hkc an orange carpet, waving their in•
ebnatc leg~ m the air and shouting
buttcrfl} dnnl1ng songs After a v.eek
of degradation they ny away, though
not in clouds, as they face Monday
morning singly or in pair,.
Bccau~ the butterflies live only s11\
to nine months the common assumption
IS that the Monarchs around now arc
the children or grandchildren of those
who 11,cnt nonh lasl spnng. How they
know where 10 go and when 10 leave
arc some or the unan$v.ercd mysteries
of riaturc
The monarchs have not stopped
m1gro11ng :,ct Today they can be found
'" Au\1raha, Sumatra, and Java 10
name a few new mhabuations. Obviously the Monarch Bu11erfly is no
mere mscct. but a worthy companion
and deserving praise.
DAILY NEXVS
Uni1,ers11y of California
at Santa Barbara. California
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Instant replay or recurring nightmare?
It's almost midseason for the
Llndenwood Lions' baseball team
and Uus year 1s turning out to be
just as dmmal as the last. At this
writing the team has a record or 2-8
with no improvement in sight But,
at least the team has doubled its
victories since last year when the
Lions won only one game.
In preseason the team looked as
if it could improve on the previous
year, but there have obviously
been stumbling blocks First,
there's the hitting and the pitching
and the fielding <you'd better bring
a lunch, this could take awhile>and
the baserunning and the weather
and the lack of depth and the
terrible scheduling. Let's take a
look at these problems one at a
time.
Last year there was a Lack of
strong pitching arms on the starr.
It's the same problem this season.
At the beginning or the year it
looked as lf the Lions would have a
set starting rotation with only the
relief corps In question. But, right
now the tea m has nothing
resembling a sta rting r otation a nd
the relievers that were sought are
not starting ball games.
Originally two big righlhanders,
Dan Odom and newcomer Lance

Cleveland and southpaws John
Epps and Bobby Bonds were to
make up the starting staff.
Cleveland has had a sore arm
since day one and hasn 'l been able
to throw a single pitch Odom
looked as if he was going to be one
or the mainstays on the staff as the
season began, but in his second
start or the year the roof fell in
Dan breezed through the first
couple of innings. However, he
then tried to throw a Lincoln
University batter a knuckleball
and hurt his ann. The doctor
reported that he had a hyper extended elbow and some severely
tom tissue in h is shoulder Odom
has hung up his spikes and that put
the team in a severe player
shortage.
Wi\h or1'r, 'twtl ,-Jru}'ffl> '\Jl, •bt\.
bench Coach Larry Volo had to be
careful when and where he made
his lineup changes. Getting back to
the pitching woes, infielder 8111
Barta has pitched a couple of limes
with mixed success. Tom Roettger,
the shor tstop and co-eaptain, has
pitched, but as a hu rler he is a
great shortstop.
The other captain, Ron Meyer,
has come in from center field a nd it
looks as If his chronic sore ann

may be cured. He d id a commendable job against Columbia
College and may start regularly.
It's going to be interesting to see
how Coach Volo Is going lo
manuever his staff for the big road
trip the weekend of the 24th The
Lions have scheduled four games
in two days. After that road trip
there are going to be some worn
out pitchers.
The hitting has definitely improved since last year, but is still
very inconsistent. Tom Roettger
started the sea son in a horrendous
O for 12 slump. He was hitting the
ball well, but it j ust wasn't dropping in He has since blasted out of
that slump a nd may be the best
hitter on the club.
Lance Cleveland has helped the
twUMt,Old.et.~.could betome
the power hitter the Lions have
needed for years. Lance has one
homer at this writing and several
near misses But consistent hitting
up and down the lineup is
something the Lions are still
looking for.
Defensively it's been the same
old story, too many errors for the
pitcher to work around. No one on
the team has gone without an
error, with the catching depart-

Tips for a Sunday Hacker
When we last left our Sunday
Hacker, he ha d accepted an invitation to take on the country club
pro. He wa s now properly equjpped
and clothed to mat.ch forces with
his adversa ry of the asphalt. What
the Sunday Hacker needs now is a
game plan.
A tennis game p lan comes In two
segments: l) how you play on the
court and 2) how you think on the
court. This edition of "Tips For
The Sunday Hacker" tells you how
to play when faced by a more
talented opponenl
Of course, your opponent is much
better than you in every aspect of
the game, so what do you do?
Confidence in your game ts a good
start.
You must be convinced that this
guy is just a slouch and that your
game is just as polished as his is
Keeping this confidence in your
play is probably the most difficult
part of your game plan-especially
after you have been aced five times
and lost the first set 6-0 in LS
minutes.
The big question 1s, "How do you
cover up the weaker aspects of
your game'"
In a country built around coverups and cland estine operations,
why not transfer these principles to
the game oC tennis. Thus, my game
plan entitled, " How R ichard Nixon
would have won Wimbledon."
The three weakest points or a ny
hacker 's game are the service,
backhand and power. So we'll work
on those.
The Serve. When serving
remember two things, get the ball
in play and hit it with some semblance or strength.
Getting the ball in play is rea lly
no problem at all. J ust toss a ball in
the air, hit it with your racket, get
the ball over the net and into the
service area Though this may
sound simple, it's not.
Serving a tennis ba ll probably
ranks second only to throwing a
baseball as one of the most unnatural ac ts which we teach our
bodies to do. P icture yourself
serving the ball and then try to put
yourself in the position of a visitor

from outer space. You look awfully
strange don't you?
So you attempt to get the ball in
play. Now you need to put a little
"mustard" on it. Hilting a
powerful, accurate serve is
probably the hardest part of this
game. Must Sunday Hackers hit
"dying quails" or "bloopers,"
serves which resemble marshmallows. They are usually
returned quite briskly by your deft
opponent-and, if you're not
careful, they may become lodged
In certain parts of your anatomy.
One quick point about returning
your foe's serve If the serve 1s
made with more velocity than you
are accustomed to, l advise
slicking your racket in front of the
ball and silent prayer.
The Backhand. Another weak
part of the Sunday Hacker's game
is the backhand. How can you
cover up this inept stroke?
Easy One way would be to
station yourself in one corner of the
court. If you are left-handed, stand
in the right hand corner of the
baseline and vic&-versa if you are a
"righly " This way a low percentage of shots will come to your
backhand. Granted, a high percentage of forehand shots will be
miles away from you, but still
you'll have the satisfaction that
your opponent did not find out
about your lousy backhand.
Another solution would be to take
the Chris Evert approach. Evert
uses both hands on the racket when
she tuts a backhand From personal experience, I have found that
this helps a backha nd tremendously. I m ust warn hackers,
though, that this added power may
be too hard to control at first. Most
people who start using the twohand backhand have early cases of
terminal "home-run"-you hll the
ball with such power that it clears
the playing area, bounces down the
street, catches a bus and spends
the weekend In Des Moines
The Power Volley Finally, we'll
discuss how to volley effectively.
Recently, the game or tennis has
turned mto a match of power and
not finesse. To be an effective

ment the most obvious sore spot.
After several switches Coach
Volo may have finally found a set
lineup. Coach Volo found freshman
Skip Hale disappointing at third
base. However, he has hit well.
Gary Bostic was the number one
catcher, but that was because the
original starter, Larry Sackman,
was found ineligable to play for
Llndenwood. Bostic did a fair job
but is an infielder by trade. Volo
finally found this out when Gary
was injured and had to be switched
with Hale at third. The results of
that switch have looked pretty
good and they will probably
remain at those positions the rest
of the year
Shortstop is held down by Tom
Roettger
who
remains
the
bullwark of the infield.
Second base has been a disappointment with two players falling
to stand out. Bob Ramsey started
the season there, but failed to
make contact at the plate and was
erratic in the field But Bill Batta,
who starts at second, now looks
like a twin. He is making better
contact at the plate, but is a lltue
shaky on deferll,e. Coach Volo has
been splitting the duty between the

two and neither one has been able
to lose the job to the other .
First base has been a small
problem, but it's where the idle
pitchers are stationed. The outfield
is not nearly as bad as last year,
but could still stand for plenty of
improvement. Cleveland ls in
leftfield and does an adequate job
although he doesn't cover very
much ground. His best defensive
position is first. Ron Meyer holds
d°"'11 center and plays the position
pretty well. He has a strong and
accurate throwing arm, but has
trouble with balls hit on the
ground. Chris Miller has been
starting in right field lately, but he
is questionable on defense. Miller
has been making contact at the
plate though and has contributed
several key hits
Brad "j:i{u . has. helped ease ''ffie
player shortage by taking Dan
Odom's spot on the roster. Hill can
play anywhere In the outfield and
at first base. His question marks
are his throwing arm, which hasn't
been tested and his bat which must
catch up to the pitchers who are in
midseason form. Hill has good
range an the outfield and his play
out there is sound fundamentally.

New coach: new look
There is a new addition to Lindenwood 's athletic department,
ladies and gentlemen, Augie
Platipodus, new assistant coach in
baseball His assigned duties are
coaching outfielders and pitchers.
but he'll probably add much more
to the team " To start with, the
boys have too much lead in them
from their extra-curricular activities. Coach Volo and I are
trying lo do something about that."
That
something
entails
runing - around the bases, dashing
to the left field post and back
around the bases. Not just once,
but several tames.
Platipodus believes in physical
conditioning and the results of that
conditioning He is not being
idealistic about the matter either,
for he has had quite a bit or experience himself. He played rugby
for five years, breaking lots of
bones and dislocating his shoulder.
"Rugby is a game where the body

must be in very good shape. It
takes a lot out or you, but only as
much as you put into it. It's the
same with any other contact
sport."
He attended the University of
Missouri, Columbia in 1963 as a
freshman, planning to major in
math and education. He fell short
of his goal his junior year due to
financial problems, but did
manage to play football while at
Mizzou. He played as a fuUback on
offense and linebacker on defense.
"That was back In the days when a
man went both ways. At the end of
a game I was beat! "
But here he is, his first year as a
coach, ~ith the hope or helping
Head Coach Larry Volo mold a
winning baseball team. What does
he expect out ol the season? " l
expect al least a .500 season or
more with the talent we have."
Welcome to Lindenwood's world
nf athletics, Augie.

Sunday Hacker, though, I suggest
finesse over power.
First, stay tn the point. This is
done by returning every shot your
opponent sends
your
way.
Problems can arise an this game
plan, if your opponent keeps
returning shots back at the speed
or light
So you say you want to avoid that
plan? I suggest practicing three
shots that are assured "winners "
The first shot is the "net cord "
We've all had this happen to us
before Your setting up to return
your opponent's volley, when
suddenly the ball hits the top of the
net and makes a complete change
an direction If you want to have an
edge on your talented country club
pro. master this shot. Not only will
thts keep him off-balance, but
you'll enjoy watching him contort
his body trying to reach the ball
Another wanning shot 1s the wellplaced "wood1e"- shots which
come from the side or the racket,
off the rim or even off the handle
The principle behind the ''woodie"
is the same as a "net cord," but the
shot does not need that much
practice. If you're a true Sunday
Hacker you'll hit your share of
"woodies" in the course of a
match.
The final tip is the missed overhead shot This can be turned into
the most deceptive and diabolical
of shots. Your opponent has hit a
high lob. You park under it and
take a mighty swing, but make no
contact . .. you've blown a smash
shot.
Now most people an this situation
would fall apart. While their
enemy across the net was laughing
uncontrollably, most would walk
away dejected. Few people realize
that they have another chance at
hitting the ball
Remember? You missed it when
it was in the air . Don't go to pieces.
Regain your composure, wait for
the ball to bounce and slam it down
your laughing opponent's throat.
That's enough for this issue
Next time we wrap up your game New asmtant baseball coach, Augie Platipodus believes the key to a bet·
er Lmdenwood baseball team is a more physically fit baseball pla er.
with some tips on strategy.
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Think you've heard it all?

Lighter side of Big Red question
by Oluck Acc•rdl
The early March Town Hall
meeting held in Young Auditorium
was, to say the least, a cold slap in
the face to President Spencer's
hopes that Lindenwood students
would welcome professional
football with open arms. We are, or
course, talking about the St. Louis
Cardinals' move to St. Charles and
Llndenwood for their summer
training facilities.
Construction has already begun
on the new playing facility ,
scheduled to be completed in ad•
vance of the players' arrival on
July 17. But who can understand
the demented and twisted mind of
the college Students here on the LC
campus?
Any normal person should
realize what this opportunity
means to the college community.
Alas, though, there was less than
an overjoyed response al that
March meeting and it probably
stemmed from the fact that not
enough people on campus knew
what was really happenJng.
So, here's the inside dope . . .
oops, sorry, Chief Olsen. The
Cardinals will definitely be here.
There are no if's, and's or Dave
Butz about that. The college is
building the field with the Big Red
assuming rental payments for the
next 10 years to pay il off Supposedly, they are committed lo a
schedule where they pay all, or the
largest part of the expense, even if
they decide to leave before the ten•
year agreement is up.
It is a safe plan, friends. There is
absolutely nothing that could go
wrong. In fact, I'd bet my
economics teacher on Its chances

for success. However, even the
best plans have some drawbacks
and my job is to lay it on the line for
your benefit.
Don Coryell made it clear that
some modifications will have to be
made in our beloved Tea Hole. On
the occasion or his first visit to the
"Hole," during an inspection tour,
Coryell suggested that perhaps the
first change would be axing the trio
who presently oversee the "Hole"
operation.
You would think that a man who
has had more than a slight whiff or
some or the sweatiest athletes on
earth, would not be phased by the
sight of a dirty floor and a reuben
sandwich plastered to the ceiling.
In any case, changes will be
made in our late night commissary. Plans at present, call for
the exodus ci a few walls as well as
the advent of carpeting for the
comfort of all those high priced
gridders. Will the pinball machines
disappear and be replaced by goal
posts? What will become of Lin•
denwood' s best athletes- those
pinball wizards constantly prac•
licing their craft in anticipation of
being discovered for the lead role
in ''The Son of Tommy?"
Will they have to pursue more
legitimate sporting activities such
as "bocci ball" to lull away those
tranquil hours between sunrise and
sunrise or will they '-ebel and
become campus radicals until
their bearing-filled play toys are
returned? Think of all the con•
troversial possibilities.
What if they decide to retire the
Tea Hole for good-would it be the
end of the Manager's Special?
Unthinkable, fOU say? Well,

there's more to il than that.
The players plan to bunk down in
Parker Hall afler their long day of
fun and frolic in the sun and heat.
Can you imagine the effect or 60
mangey athletes on that poor old
dorm during the six hottest weeks
or the year? By the lime the
Cardinals move out they'll be able
to rename the ediface Alcatraz.
And lets think of the ladies who
must return the following week
when classes begin in early September. We cringe at the thought of
knowing that some sweet young
thing might have to bed down on
the same bed that Conrad Dobler
slept in. Imagine the consternation
of knowing that late some night
she'll be awakened by a bedpost
trying lo bite her ear off.
How distressing it would be lo
know that around any corner a
rancid pair of jockey shorts might
be preparing to jump out and throw
a back-cracking block-below the
waist or course.
Or what would happen if early
one morning a sleepy coed awoke
from a restful night and reached
into her drawer for an un•
mentionable, but instead pulled out
a pair of shoulder pads? Take it

one step further and pretend that in
her hall slumber, she chose to
lgnor the tight fit and comes to
breakfast with Terry Metcalr's
pads on.
You can bet that the men from
lrwln would have a few things to
say about that. In any case, at least
she'd have the satisfaction of
knowing that she would cause a
bigger commotion than a Victor
Monteleoene's streak across the
dining hall.
Certainly these pertinent facts
have lo be taken into consideration. But there is no doubt
about the numerous benefits that
would just naturally happen as a
result of big time sports comlng to
Llndenwood. It could pave the way
for a major reorganization of
Lindenwood's sports program. On
top of the list would be the for•
mation of a neato-keen football
team.
There'd be no need lo recruit
outside talent since this campus is
blessed with an abundance of top
night athletes. I can see it now.
Swivel Hips Heim at quarterback
with a backfield or Bronco
Knoblauch, Prune Juice Barta and
Legs Gelber. Wide receivers would

be Blueberry Brad Hill and Rough
' n Tumble Ramsey with Kick-emin-the-can Cox as place kicker.
Ara Parseghian would coach the
team with Sue Taylor and Joy
Ebest as his assistants. Howard
Cosell could do play-by-play with
Dean Delaney as his color man. At
half-time, Dr. Balog could deliver
a ten minute lecture on the reign or
Peter the Great. The camera
would switch to the playing field to
watch Dr. Eckhart paint himself
Into the corner of the end zone.
The marching band would be
there too. It would probably consist
of two piccolo players, a gay flutist
and a grand piano playing the
theme to "2A>Ol, A Space Odyssey,"
with John Nichols doing tricks with
his sliderule.
Whatever they decide will be
okay with me. I take the view that
a little publicity during the hot
summer months of July and
August wouldn't hurt this campus
a bit. The excitement the Cardinals
will stir during their stay can only
bolster an outsider's opinion of our
school, especially during the lime
of
year
when
Lindenwood
perennially becomes as dormant
as a ghost town.
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"Oiay, let's talk it up, let's hear a
little chatter, let's go."
Those familiar words ring out on
basebalJ diamonds throughout the
land every summer. It is a sport of
incessant talk, of constant noise.
Baseball is, more than any other,
a game of communication The
infielders remind each other of the
situation, the number of outs, shout
encouragement to the pitcher, and
try to distract the baller. The
coaches of either team constantly
shout instructions
to
their
respective squads.
But have you ever really listened
to what they're saying? Baseball
over the years has developed a
language afinost exclusive to the
game. Some of it, though, makes
you wonder where it came from
and what it has to do with the sport.
Take, for instance, an old
favonte. The batter swings at a
pitch 12 feet over his head The
coach yells "C'mon, you couldn't
hit that with a bullfrog bat. ff
Now what in the world is a
bullfrong bat? When you hit the
ball does il make funny sounds like
"ribetl?"
Another phrase recently heard
from a local coach is "Hum that
chine," referring to the pitcher
throwing the ball.
Now the baseball has been called
a lot of things. A rock, an apple the
horsehide, an aspirin tablet. But a
chiney? I never knew the baseball

had an ethnic background.
Oftentimes when a pitcher is
having trouble with his control and
being hit all over the ballpark, the
opposing team (and sometimes his
own) wiU refer to him as a
"ragarm," Could this have
anything to do with "dusting the
hitter off?"
Umpires have been the victims
of some of baseball's most vicious
barbs. The one-liners used by
teams who think they have been
slighted by the men in blue are
almost loo numerous to mention,
but some or the favorites include
"c'mon ump, you couldn't call a
cab," " that man has high knees,
ump," and "why don't you poke a
hole in that mask?"
Some baseball sayings are so
obvious as lo be comical. The hitter
is told to put the bat on the ball.
What's he going to hit il with, the
back or his hand?
The pitcher has two strikes on
the batter. " Okay kid, all you need
Is one more.ff Baseball is really a
complicated game, isn't it?
But a couple of the all-time great
baseball sayings are heard when a
player sustains an injury. Imagine
an infielder getting hit in the groin
area with a hard ground ball. He
cringes in pain as his teammates
gather around. ln that situatiion,
would you like to be told lo "shake
itoffff or "stick itin thedirt?ff

We need employers.
We're Job Service. The fast, modem employment service that
brings people and jobs together.
Last year, we filled over four million jobs. So, if you're an
employer, we need you.
If you have jobs to fill, let us fill them.
We11 screen as many people as it takes to find as many people as
you're looking for. Then we'll send you those who are qualified.
Finding people for jobs isn't all we do.
Our Employer Service Representatives can
help in many ways.
JOB ~
They can show you that Job Service is
many services. And there's never any fee.
SERVICE':=
We're working to get people working.
Help us do our job. Call Job Service.
Jobs for~. People for Jobs

